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Introduction

■ Reliable marking is a priority for Ofqual as qualification regulator in England

■ Final rank order of scripts must fairly reflect candidate performance

■ Extended responses generally less reliably marked

■ Alternative approaches to traditional marking of interest to us

■ This study compared:

□ Rank ordering of responses to extended response history questions using ‘anchor’ 

responses to define the scale

□ Paired, online comparative judgment of the same responses

□ Rank order from traditional marking against a mark scheme



Comparative judgement as alternative to marking

■ Based on paired comparisons (Thurstone, 1927)

■ History in assessment as a method for inter-board comparability (90s-00s)

■ Pollitt and co-workers promoted method from early 2000s as an alternative to 

marking

■ Increasingly widespread use (e.g. Heldsinger and Humphry, 2010 and Jones 

and colleagues) showing reliable ranking for a variety of item types

■ Furlong and Glanville (2015) carried out similar exercise with English scripts 

presented in Glasgow.  High reliability but correlation of only 0.54 with marking



Online comparative judgement – which is the better response to the question?



Potential advantages of relative versus absolute judgement

■ Relative judgement versus absolute judgement:

□ natural psychological task – better at relative than absolute judgement

□ more consistency between judges?

□ marker severity/leniency effects are eliminated

□ reluctance to use the extremes of the mark range is avoided

□ mark scheme effects reduced/eliminated?

▪ Cliffs at edges of levels/bands?

▪ Inadequate compensation?

▪ Washback?



Previous rank ordering research

■ Bramley (2005) later also with Black (e.g. Black and Bramley 2008) carried out 

several studies on rank ordering

□ Focus on standard maintaining across years

□ Used a ‘pack’ approach with 10 scripts ranked within each pack, scripts mixed up 

between packs and participants

□ Allowed comparison of standard across years and potentially used to set grade 

boundaries



Rank ordering

■ Adaptation in this study: Anchored rank order

Comparing each 

script to the anchors 

and to the other 

scripts



Materials

■ Responses to 3 AS Level History questions (taken by 17 year olds in England)

■ One question from each of 3 papers from different exam boards

■ From our sample of scripts highest-tariff question on paper that had been 

answered by all candidates

■ All 3 are source-based questions

■ Set of 60 random responses to each question to be rank ordered

□ In a prior phase of research these had been marked by multiple examiners



Example question and answer



Construct creation

■ Day long meeting with the three Principal Examiners (PEs) and Ofqual 

researchers

■ Discussion of ‘what makes a good historian’ and then analysis of ‘what makes 

a good response to the question’ by the group for each question

■ Visual construct devised for each question based on discussion representing 

processes and skills candidates use in answering – responses to be judged 

against this

■ Capture many qualities specified in the mark scheme, but also some not 

explicitly stated



Example Construct



Anchor scripts

■ PEs then went away and selected anchor responses

■ Given access to about 100 responses, picked ones which most clearly defined 

the response quality scale

■ Exemplify features of the construct and provide clear reference points along 

the scale to help with initial slotting of experimental scripts

■ PEs free to choose the number they felt appropriate, either 6 or 7 selected

■ Anchors to be discussed in training meeting



Training Meeting

■ Initial introduction to rank ordering, comparative judgement, and forgetting 

about mark schemes!

■ Each question ranked by a team of 12-15 examiners

□ some marked on paper in the summer, and also carried out marking for us 

□ some marked on different paper or were eligible to mark but had not been 

employed

■ PEs led training for their group on:

□ what makes a good response, what makes one better than another

□ the construct and how the anchors each relate to the construct

□ practice ranking of additional exemplars 

■ Paper copies of responses for rank ordering handed out at end, together with 

sticky labels with construct printed on



Tasks

■ Examiners randomly split into two groups (with equal split of experienced/new 

examiners in each group) - tackled tasks in balanced order

■ Rank ordering of the 60 responses with the 6 or 7 anchors, paper copies

■ 60 paired comparisons completed online

■ Same 60 scripts in both tasks

Group X Group Y

1. Rank order 1. Paired comparison

2. Paired comparison 2. Rank order

3. Survey 3. Survey



Results – anchored rank order vs marking

■ These questions were amongst the least reliably marked questions on the 

papers.  Nature of source-based questions?  High tariff?

□ Other questions on papers centred around reliability of 0.7.

■ Marginally higher correlation to PE for rank ordering, on average

Question Marking: mean

correlation to PE 

mark

Rank order: mean 

correlation to PE 

rank

A 0.56 0.63

B 0.62 0.58

C 0.53 0.57



Results – anchored rank order experience effects

■ Small effect of experience – those who had marked on the paper before were 

slightly more in agreement with the PE

□ Familiarity with material?

□ Familiarity with the PEs way of thinking?

□ Their correlation may be more representative of overall approach?

Question Experienced markers:

mean correlation to 

PE rank

New markers:

mean correlation to 

PE rank

A 0.72 [4] 0.60 [10]

B 0.60 [2] 0.57 [9]

C 0.58 [8] 0.56 [6]



Results – comparative judgement

■ Some trials removed – judgement time less than 10 seconds – assume a 

double click or click in error (1.3% of trials)

■ Scale separation reliability 0.87 - 0.88 for all studies – pretty good

■ Fit of judges reasonable – a couple had quite high infit (error) measures, only 

one excluded to improve model fit



Relationship of three rank orders

Correlation between approaches Question A Question B Question C

Anchored rank order vs CJ rank order 0.94 0.88 0.89

Anchored rank order vs marking rank order 0.92 0.91 0.86

CJ rank order vs marking rank order 0.86 0.84 0.84

■ Correlation of different ranks – marking rank based on mean mark across all 

markers, anchored rank based on group mean rank

■ Mean correlation between CJ and anchored rank ordering was 0.90, between 

CJ and marking was 0.85 between the anchored rank ordering and marking 

was 0.90.

■ Two rank ordering methods most consistent with each other.  But quite high 

agreement all round.



Time taken

■ The mean time taken per examiner for anchored rank ordering = 14.6 hours 

(median = 12.5 hrs, range = 4-40 hrs)

■ So about 15 minutes per item – similar to traditional marking time?

■ For CJ some trials excluded from time analysis (> 3 sds from mean, assume 

logged in but not judging).

■ Mean CJ trial time = 308.6 s

■ Multiply trial time by the least number of judgements in a study (645) = 55.3 

hrs

■ So CJ study takes same amount of time as getting each item ordered/marked 

by 4 people.



Outstanding issues for rank ordering approaches

■ Anchored rank ordering

□ Practical implementation – big pack design – linking allocations?

□ Paper vs onscreen artefacts – but how to do ranking on screen?

■ Comparative judgement

□ Careful monitoring of what the judges do (perhaps process encourages superficial 

evaluation - just read first paragraph?) – 5 minutes judging time?

■ Overall disadvantages of ranking / relative judgement?

□ Feedback/information to centres?

□ Reviews of marking / post-results enquiries?  But is this necessary if items ranked 

by multiple people?

□ How to combine different questions – rank all script or weighted ranking?



Conclusion

■ Rank ordering at least as reliable as traditional marking

■ May be able to capture qualities not on mark scheme – not restricted by need 

to promote reliable marking

■ CJ can quickly identify difficult to judge scripts/responses – can be passed up 

chain

■ Probably takes more time than single-marking

■ Potential future work:

□ Other question types / subjects

□ Combine item ranks vs ranking whole scripts



Questions?

■ Email at: stephen.holmes@ofqual.gov.uk

mailto:stephen.holmes@ofqual.gov.uk

